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NAPA ADVANTAGE EXPLAINED
NAPA Advantage parts and kits are repair

We offer well over 1,000 different NAPA

solutions with a distinct advantage over the

Advantage parts in our catalog today, with new

original equipment option. By focusing on the

solutions rolling out every month, but every

needs of the professional installer and vehicle

one falls into one of the three categories below.

owner, NAPA Advantage parts are the clear
choice for an ideal repair experience.

Improved Designs
NAPA Advantage parts meant to reduce known failure points in the
factory designs, or increase serviceability for more convenient maintenance
in the future.

Time Savers
NAPA Advantage parts meant to speed up the removal, repair,
installation or setup process, reducing labor time and helping installers
turn service bays faster.

Cost Savers
NAPA Advantage parts meant to eliminate unnecessary costs normally
associated with getting replacements from the original manufacturer, such as
needing to buy an entire assembly just to fix a failed component.

ADVANTAGE
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WHAT IS NAPA ADVANTAGE?

ADVANTAGE

4WD Disconnect

NOE 666-2436-1: Chevrolet 2009-02,
GMC 2009-02, Isuzu 2008-03

Retaining pin helps prevent
PCV valve failure

Upgraded aluminum Y-connector

Upgraded shift fork pin

(see page 10)

HVAC Heater Hose Assembly

NOE 827-6044-1: Ram 2500 2015-13, Ram 3500 2014-13,
Ram 4500 2014-13, Ram 5500 2014-13

Eliminates need to route new antenna
and cable through dashboard

Radio Antenna Base Repair Kit

NOE 926-0114-1: Cadillac 2014-02, Cadillac 2000-99, Chevrolet 2014-99,
GMC 2014-99

Intake Manifold

NOE 602-1554-1: 1.4L Ecotec engines; Buick Encore 2019-13,
Chevrolet Cruze, Sonic, Trax 2019-13

Includes programmer tool to
prevent additional trip to dealership

Ignition Lock Cylinder

NOE 989-0018-1: Ford 2006-00, Lincoln 2004-03, Mazda 2006-01,
Mercury 2004-00

Dealership only sells expensive
complete assemblies

Running Board Motor

NOE 655-2010-1: Ford Expedition 2014-07,
Lincoln Navigator 2014-07

Park Position Switch

NOE 900-5026-1: Ford F-150 2014-11, Ford Lobo 2014-11,
Lincoln Mark LT 2014-11

Eliminates need to
replace assembly

A/C Expansion Valve Mount Plate

NOE 926-0087-1: Chrysler 2011-06, Dodge 2011-06,
Jeep 2008-06
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IMPROVED DESIGNS
Upgraded, New-Build
ABS Control Modules
ABS control modules are essential to an effective anti-lock
braking system, but they eventually break down from age,
elements and wear. Solenoids are prone to corrosion, circuit
boards warp, and the entire module eventually suffers from
heat and vibration.

Corroded Original Equipment

All the problems that make these modules fail also make
remanufacturing difficult. You can’t restore a module if the
essential components are destroyed. That’s why there are
often shortages in aftermarket ABS modules – there simply
aren’t enough cores available.
In those cases, we produce brand new modules at an
advanced electronics facility in the United States. We also
upgrade them by adding thicker circuit boards that are
designed to be less prone to warping, and adding state-of-

HIGHLIGHTED PART:

the-art microprocessors for faster signal processing. When

ABS Control Module
NOE 599-0867-1: Chevrolet Astro 2005-00,
GMC Safari 2005-00

traveling at high speeds, even small advances in processing
speed can help a vehicle stop several feet sooner.
(Continued on page 7)

ADVANTAGE
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FASTER PROCESSING,
FASTER STOPPING
NAPA SOLUTIONS
STOP

OEM
In third-party testing to NHTSA standards, a new NAPA
Advantage ABS module stopped the vehicle 5 feet sooner
than a new OEM module when traveling at approximately
60 mph.

Because the ABS system is safety critical, each new ABS
module design is validated with lab, on-vehicle and onroad testing. They are certified by the National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) to pass the Federal
Motor Vehicle Safety Standards for light vehicle brake
systems (FMVSS 135).
With durable construction, upgraded components and
enhanced safety features, these new modules help give
vehicle owners confidence back in their braking systems.

9 new-build ABS
modules and counting
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IMPROVED DESIGNS
A stronger lock cylinder by design
Ignition Lock Cylinder NOE 989-0019-1: Ford Escape 2010-08,
Ford Focus 2011-09, Mazda Tribute 2011-08, Mercury Mariner 2010-08

When you think about wear and tear on a car, you
probably don’t give a second thought to the ignition
lock. But the force applied to this small mechanical
assembly every time you start the car, especially
overcoming the resistance of a locked steering
column, can wear out the lock cylinder prematurely.
One example is the assembly on certain Ford,
Mercury and Mazda SUVs. This particular design
wears out when the cam housing metal fatigues,
causing the ignition lock to jam, and leaving the
vehicle undrivable.
This NAPA Advantage replacement has been
redesigned with a thicker, more rigid internal cam
for improved strength. This part uses a 42 percent
thicker housing, adding material where the original
part typically wears out.

Technicians will appreciate that the NAPA Advantage
lock cylinder housing installs just like the original
equipment part, and it comes with a new shear bolt
for a complete installation solution.

ORIGINAL
EQUIPMENT

ADVANTAGE
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Redesigned VVT for more reliable repairs
Engine Variable Valve Timing (VVT) Solenoid NOE 610-0588-1: Select General Motors work vans, pick-ups, SUVs
and cars 2017-06, Isuzu NPR 2016-08

PROBLEM:

Improved Stationary Tube

Our engineers found that the original equipment VVT on
more than 5.5 million GM and Isuzu vehicles with certain V8
engines – everything from Suburban and Silverado to Express
and Hummer – may fail prematurely due to a weak stationary
tube. If the tube wears out, excessive internal movement can
occur, causing internal leaking and a loss of oil pressure.

ADVANTAGE:
Our engineering analysis led to a new design that
incorporates a durable brass tube. We also increased the oil
flow through the part with additional oil passages. And, as a
bonus, we added the hard-to-source gasket, and included it in
the installation hardware kit to help provide a reliable repair.

1 of 8 VVTs with patented or patent-pending designs
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IMPROVED DESIGNS

Fix that Ecotec right the first time
Intake Manifold and Valve Cover Kit NOE 602-1560-1:1.4L Ecotec engine, Buick Encore 2019-13, Chevrolet Cruze,
Sonic, Trax 2019-13

PROBLEM:

retainer that locks the valve in position, to help

If the valve cover fails on a General Motors 1.4L

ensure it can’t break free.

Ecotec engine, you better check the intake manifold

Since the manifold and valve cover (NOE 600-2327-1)

– it’s often the true culprit.

often need to be replaced together, along with the

What happens is the tiny umbrella valve in the

breather tube (NOE 819-8818-1) that connects them,

manifold may dislodge over time, drop out of

we make them available separately as well as package

its mount, then get sucked into the intake and

them together (NOE 602-1560-1) to help you ensure

combusted. When it’s gone, vaporized oil is free

all failure points are addressed right the first time.

to pass through the system, resulting in higher
oil consumption, and excessive vacuum that can
destroy the fragile diaphragm integrated into the
valve cover’s PCV cap.

ADVANTAGE:
The NAPA Advantage intake manifold (NOE 6021554-1) takes care of the inherent problem in the
original manifold design by incorporating a T-shaped

ADVANTAGE
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Exclusive Pickup Truck Solutions

Truck Bed Side Rail Protector
Highlighted Parts:
NOE 820-0546-1 (Right), NOE 820-0547-1 (Left):
Dodge 2010, Ram 2017-10

ADVANTAGE

ADVANTAGE
Truck Bed Floor Support
Highlighted Parts:
NOE 926-0983-1: Chevrolet 2000-88, GMC 2000-88
NOE 926-0984-1: Chevrolet 2007-01, GMC 2007-01

ADVANTAGE
ADVANTAGE
Wheel Arch Repair Panel
Highlighted Part:
NOE 926-0415-1: Ford F-250 Super Duty,
F-350 Super Duty 2010-99

Frame Crossmember Plug Kit
NOE 926-0851-1: Chevrolet 2017-99, GMC 2017-99

Vehicle image for illustration purposes only. Parts shown with black borders are not NAPA Advantage,
but are still helpful aftermarket repair solutions.
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TIME SAVERS
Flexible steel fuel lines: a fast, reliable repair
Fuel Lines NOE 803-1000-1, NOE 803-1001-1, NOE 803-1002-1: Standard, Extended and Crew Cab Chevrolet Silverado
and GMC Sierra Pickups 2010-04

PROBLEM:

difficult chassis and body passages, reducing the

The problem with replacing corroded old fuel lines

need to remove any major components for a faster,

usually isn’t removing them; it’s the installation

easier installation. Each set is manufactured to the

that’ll get you. While the original lines were designed

exact length required for the vehicle and includes

for efficient installation at the factory before other

pre-installed, factory-style fittings for a leak-free

components are put in place, replacing them with

connection.

the same type of pre-formed hard lines on a finished
vehicle requires routing them through the chassis
and around large assemblies.

In addition to being easier to install, these flexible
fuel lines are more durable than many factory-style
steel lines. The PTFE tubing will not rust – from
either the inside or the outside – and the protective

ADVANTAGE:
Our new NAPA Advantage flexible fuel lines are
made of pliable PTFE tubing covered with braided

braided sheathing is made from corrosion-resistant
stainless steel for abrasion resistance.

stainless steel that can easily be routed through

1-2 Hour
Time
Savings
Source:
NAPA Solutions internal installation testing.

ADVANTAGE
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Application-Specific Designs
Engineered to exact fit for simple installation,
no cutting or modification necessary.
Chevrolet Silverado and GMC Sierra
Pickups 2010-04

Ready to Install Solution

Standard Cab
NOE 803-1000-1

Extended Cab
NOE 803-1001-1

Crew Cab
NOE 803-1002-1

Installation Highlights

With the old fuel lines removed, route
the new lines through the original path
on the body and frame, starting at the
fuel tank.

Connect the new fuel lines at the fuel
tank and engine to ensure everything is
properly located.

SAFETY WARNING: Please note that these are not the complete installation instructions, and the procedure shown
is solely intended to highlight parts of the replacement installation process. Follow factory-approved workshop
manual for all removal, installation and other assembly procedures. Please use caution when performing this
service. Always support the vehicle securely before beginning work. Eye and hand protection should be worn at all
times. Work only in a well-lit, well-ventilated workspace.

Using the supplied hardware, install new
mounting brackets in the same positions
as the original mounts.
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TIME SAVERS
Sure repair for rusty Subaru bearings
Wheel Bearing and Hub Assemblies NOE 698-1416-1 (Rear Right - Disc), NOE 698-1417-1 (Rear Left - Disc): Subaru
Forester 2008-01; NOE 698-1418-1 (Rear Right - Drum), NOE 698-1419-1 (Rear Left - Drum): Subaru Forester 2008-01

PROBLEM:

ADVANTAGE:

Pre-assembled hub and bearing assemblies, better

When the NAPA Solutions team developed the

known as loaded knuckles, are a great way to save

loaded knuckles for these vehicles, they heard

bay time compared to pressing old, rusty bearings

from technicians in the field how difficult it was to

out and pressing new bearings back into old

make this repair without the bolt and new bushings

housings. But sometimes just getting the old knuckle

on hand.

out is half the battle.

To help ensure the installer has all the right

Subaru Foresters use a long bolt to run through

hardware to do the job right, these NAPA Advantage

the bushings of the lateral links, connecting them

loaded knuckles for these vehicles include that hard-

to each rear knuckle. This specialized bolt is largely

to-source bolt along with the bushings, allowing the

exposed to the elements and may seize in the

old hardware to be cut off or otherwise sacrificed

bushings making it virtually impossible to remove

during removal, as seen in the procedure on the

without damaging either the bushings or the

opposite page.

knuckle.

ADVANTAGE
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Estimated Bearing Replacement Time
In hours, based upon internal testing and field research

8

4

Conventional Solution
High Level of Rust

Conventional Solution
Medium Level of Rust

1

2
Conventional Solution
Low Level of Rust

NAPA Solution
Any Level of Rust

965

$
Installation Highlights

Step 1

Use penetrating solvent to soak all
hardware.

$

520

Step 2

Disconnect the lateral control arms at
the rear subframe.

Step 3

Disconnect the trailing arm, brake
hardware and sway bar from
suspension knuckle.

380

$

210

$

Step 4

Disconnect the strut mount at the
knuckle and remove the axle assembly
as a unit.

Step 5

Cut the nut off the through-bolt and
remove the old bushings.

SAFETY WARNING: Please note that these are not the complete installation instructions, and the procedure
shown is solely intended to highlight parts of the replacement installation process. Follow factory-approved
workshop manual for all removal, installation and other assembly procedures. Please use caution when
performing this service. Always support the vehicle securely before beginning work. Eye and hand protection
should be worn at all times. Work only in a well-lit, well-ventilated workspace.

Step 6

Install new lateral link bushings, install
the new loaded knuckle, and reassemble
using the new through-bolt.
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TIME SAVERS
Installation Highlights

Step 1
Insert flange rod.

Very simple diesel V8 fix
Engine Oil Dipstick Flange Repair Kit NOE 601-1018-1:
Ford 2003-94, IC Corporation 2004-02, International 2004-94

Step 2

PROBLEM:

Loosen dipstick flange.

Vehicles equipped with Ford’s 7.3L Power Stroke diesel V8
engines have an O-ring between the oil pan and the dipstick
mounting flange that eventually may deteriorate, causing
leaks. Because the dipstick flange is installed from inside the
oil pan, replacing this basic seal may lead to hours of labor to
remove the oil pan for access.

ADVANTAGE:

Step 3

This NAPA Advantage dipstick flange repair kit includes new

Remove old seal with hook.

O-rings, including pan-to-flange and flange-to-tube, plus
our exclusive tool that allows the flange to be resealed in
place, without having to remove the oil pan. Developed with
technicians in mind, each kit contains enough pieces for five
complete repairs.
SAFETY WARNING: Please note that these are not the complete installation instructions, and the procedure
shown is solely intended to highlight parts of the replacement installation process. Follow factory-approved
workshop manual for all removal, installation and other assembly procedures. Please use caution when
performing this service. Always support the vehicle securely before beginning work. Eye and hand protection
should be worn at all times. Work only in a well-lit, well-ventilated workspace.

ADVANTAGE
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New Aftertreatment Solutions
ADVANTAGE
ADVANTAGE
EGT Sensor Bung Repair Kit
Highlighted Part:
NOE 409-0557-1: Audi 2013-10, Volkswagen 2014-10

ADVANTAGE
ADVANTAGE
NOx Sensor Bung
Repair Kit
NOE 601-1343-1:
Ram 2500 2015-14,
Ram 3500 2015-14

ADVANTAGE
ADVANTAGE
EGT Sensor
Highlighted Part:
NOE 601-1339-1: Dodge 2012-07,
Ram 2012-10

Hydrocarbon Injector Nozzle
NHD 904-7915-1: Mack 2017-12, Volvo 2017-12

Aftertreatment image for illustration purposes only. Parts shown with black borders are not
NAPA Advantage, but are still helpful aftermarket repair solutions.
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COST SAVERS
Would you replace a subframe just to change
a bushing?
Suspension - Subframe Bushing Kit NOE 523-0511-1 (Front Rearward): Nissan Altima 2006-03,
Nissan Maxima 2006-04

PROBLEM:

ADVANTAGE:

When front subframe bushings wear out, the

Our solution was to simply rethink this repair

handling and steering can become loose and

process and develop new bushings that could be

unpredictable. Replacing the bushings should be a

replaced without removing the subframe and all its

straightforward repair, but on some Nissan Altima

attached components.

and Maxima sedans the only way to service them is
to buy an entire new front subframe.

This new bushing kit is deigned to match the fit
and function of the original parts to help restore

Not only is the subframe a vastly more expensive

safe, predictable handling. They also aim to save

part than bushings alone, it also requires

installers hours of labor, and vehicle owners

disconnecting everything from the subframe and

significant money.

supporting it during the repair.

Don’t replace the
full subframe, just replace
the subframe bushings

Subframe Bushing

Subframe Bushing

ADVANTAGE
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ADVANTAGE
Battery Terminal Repair Kit

X

ADVANTAGE
PROBLEM:

Just replace the terminal,
not the entire cable

NOE 926-0882-1: Ford Edge 2014-11, Ford F-150 2014-11,
Lincoln MKX 2015-11

When the uniquely designed positive
battery cable terminal on some Ford and
Lincoln models wears out, the only factory
replacement currently available is a complete
new cable with the terminal already installed.

ADVANTAGE:
We developed this NAPA Advantage battery
cable terminal as a cost-saving alternative
to replacing the entire cable. It’s a direct
replacement, including the special mounting
flange for the battery fuse, a threaded lug for
accessory circuits, and plating for superior
corrosion resistance.

ADVANTAGE

Intake Manifold Runner Control Connecting Rod

ADVANTAGE

PROBLEM:

Replace the rod,
not the manifold

X

NOE 602-1168-1: Sprinter cargo vans 2018-10, Jeep Grand
Cherokee 2009-07

When the plastic intake manifold runner
control (IMRC) connecting rods break, they
cause rough running and an engine light.
The original manufacturer doesn’t offer
replacement connecting rods alone, requiring
you to replace the entire intake manifold to
make a simple repair.

ADVANTAGE:
The NAPA Advantage solution upgrades the
IMRC connecting rod material to aluminum
for enhanced durability and makes them
available individually, saving significant
money compared to purchasing a new intake
manifold.
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COST SAVERS
Safer, faster way to fix spring brackets
Suspension - Coil Spring Seat Repair Kit NOE 926-0078-1 (Front Lower Right), NOE 926-0079-1 (Front Lower Left):
Jeep Grand Cherokee 2004-99

PROBLEM:

ADVANTAGE:

Trouble is, the original manufacturer often doesn’t
offer a direct repair solution for this type of failure.
Because these mounting brackets are welded to the
front axle assembly, replacing them often means
replacing the entire axle.

Made of stamped steel, these brackets bolt into
place on the axle after the original spring mounts are
cut or ground off, potentially saving hours of labor
compared to replacing the axle or fabricating new
parts.

Some people try to fabricate a repair on the original
one, but that’s not easy given the importance of
maintaining proper alignment and ride height on this
critical component.

Better still, no welding is required to install them,
and they are designed to align with the upper
perches to help restore a safe ride.

Front axle coil spring mounts are prime targets for
corrosion, and failure could lead to a dangerous loss
of control. If they’re looking rusty, you don’t want to
wait for them to give out.

ADVANTAGE
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to directly replace corroded factory perches,
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New Trim Repair Solutions
B Pillar Molding
Highlighted Parts:
NOE 926-0445-1 (Right), NOE 926-0446-1 (Left):
Chrysler Town & Country 2016-08,
Dodge Grand Caravan 2020-08

Sun Visors
Highlighted Parts:
NOE 740-4055-1 (Right),
NOE 740-4057-1 (Left):
Toyota Camry 2011-07

A Pillar Trim Panels
Highlighted Parts:
NOE 926-0450-1 (Left),
NOE 926-0451-1 (Right):
Ford Explorer 2018-11

Dashboard Cover
Highlighted Part:
NOE 926-0121-1:
Dodge Ram 2005-02

Instrument Cluster Panel
Highlighted Part:
NOE 926-0469-1:
Dodge Ram 2002-99

Steering Wheel Trim
Highlighted Part:
NOE 926-0075-1: Cadillac 2014-07,
Chevrolet 2014-07, GMC 2014-07

Vehicle for illustration purposes only. Parts shown are not NAPA Advantage, but are still helpful
aftermarket repair solutions.
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TIME SAVERS

Fix a faulty liftgate gear
the easy way
Liftgate Release Motor Gear Repair Kit NOE 926-0097-1: Buick 2009-08,
Cadillac 2009-07, Chevrolet 2009-07, GMC 2009-07, Saturn 2009-07

PROBLEM:

ADVANTAGE:

The powered liftgate on many General Motors

This NAPA Advantage liftgate release motor gear

SUVs may start making a terrible sound, and stop

kit is a cost-effective way to solve this problem.

working, if the plastic teeth of the drive gear wear

Made of durable plastic to factory dimensions, the

out over time.

replacement gear assembly mates to the original

That’s when many owners and auto repair
professionals learn that the only factory
replacement option currently available is the entire

drive motor, making the liftgate work properly
again, and making both the installer and vehicle
owner happy.

motor and gear assembly – an expensive fix for a
stripped-out piece of plastic.

ADVANTAGE
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Innovative Repair Kits That Save Time & Money
ASSORTMENTS THAT PAY FOR THEMSELVES IN AN AVERAGE OF 3 REPAIRS

NOE 820-1781-1
Nylon Fuel Line Repair Kit
83 Pieces

 its 99% of Import and Domestic
F
Light Duty Cars and Trucks
• Cost-effective replacement - saves
time and money by replacing only the
damaged section. No more difficult
manipulation of entire fuel lines
• Steel line to nylon line adapters allows an old steel fuel line to be
repaired with updated nylon line
• Complete tech tray - straight and
elbow connectors included to tackle
the most popular applications

NOE 820-1782-1
A/C Line Repair Kit
32 Pieces

Assortment of the most common
SAE and Metric fittings and tubing

NOE 820-1783-1
Coolant Line Repair Kit
60 Pieces

Covering Over 5 Million GM
and 8 Million Ford Vehicles

• H
 ose to line adapters transition from
rubber hose to aluminum line easily

• Plastic and metal connector clips to
replace brittle, cracked, or bent originals

• Aluminum tubing included for
long assembly repairs

• Common connectors for domestic
and universal repairs

• Small tubing cutter for quick
and clean on vehicle cutting

• Small profile disconnect tool for hard
to reach heater hose quick connectors
• Flexible hose clamp driver for 1/4”
or 5/16” screw clamp heads

• Exclusive features - includes updated tool
included for 45°, 90° and 180° connectors

GREAT VALUE! INCLUDES REUSABLE TOOL AND TRAY!
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LET US KEEP YOU

Coverage available for
95% of US vehicles

ORGANIZED
NAPA AUTOMOTIVE ASSORTMENTS

WHEEL HARDWARE CABINET ASSORTMENTS
Keep Critical Automotive Hardware Within Arm’s Reach
Replacement Wheel Hardware Available for Delivery Trucks, School Buses, Heavy
Equipment and More...
Coverage available for
85% of US vehicles

Coverage available for
75% of US vehicles

NOE 823-2716-1

NOE 823-2717-1

NOE 823-2718-1

Replaces Assortment NOE 823-2713

Replaces Assortment NOE 823-2714

Replaces Assortment NOE 823-2715

•
•
•
•

16-Drawer Assortment
177 wheel studs/bolts
117 wheel lug nuts
11 wheel nut covers

Coverage available for
60% of US vehicles

NOE 823-2719-1

•
•
•
•

8-Drawer Assortment
85 wheel studs/bolts
70 wheel lug nuts
5 wheel nut covers

4-Drawer Assortment
28 wheel studs/bolts
49 wheel lug nuts
3 wheel nut covers

NOW AVAILABLE!
NEW 2-DRAWER ASSORTMENT
NAPA Solutions now offers the top 40 selling SKUs not available in
the previous version of the 16-drawer assortment (NOE 823-2713).
Upgrade your current assortment with this new high selling mix of
wheel studs and lug nuts.

• 2-Drawer Assortment
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